Textile Center Supply List

Formal Dress Making
Colleen Kahn

Please bring with you to the first day of class:
- Materials fee $10, payable to the instructor (includes practice materials)
- General idea of your project and wearer
- Sewing machine in good working order, spare needles, pins, little scissors
- Notebook

You will need the following supplies for subsequent class sessions:

Tools
- Sharp pins
- Sharp shears
- Sharp little scissors
- Spare needles, sizes 11-14
- Marking tools appropriate for your fabrics (i.e., chalk, disappearing marker, etc.)
- Steam iron in good working order
- Old sheets
- Large worktable for cutting
- Calendar for planning

Supplies
- Pattern
- Fashion fabric
- Lining
- Matching thread
- Notions as itemized on pattern
- Additional yard of muslin for bodice fitting
- Extra fabric for second muslin – wait to purchase until we discuss in class

In addition to notions specified on pattern, you may want to have
- Boning (types discussed in class, wait to purchase)
- Piping cord
- Horsehair braid
- Strong ribbon + hook and eye if making strapless gown
- Hook and eye tape (discussed in class)

There will be time reserved at the end of class for clean-up. Please help this process go quickly by assisting the instructor.
Parking is available in the lot directly behind our building, as well as our newly purchased lot at 3018 University Ave SE. Look for the green signs!